ABSTRACT The rapidly increasing number of potential academic venues for research publication and commentary has made sourcing the venue that would best contribute to promoting effective scientific cooperation more challenging. In this paper, we propose a similarity learning approach to determine the most appropriate venue to publish an article. We first analyze the article metadata and cited articles to build the citation network matrices of the given article and then apply these to learn and build similarity matrices between academic objects (i.e., articles, authors, and venues) at an extended nearby article citation network. Using the formed matrices, we estimate a collaborative anticipation confidence score of a relationship between the venues in the extended network. For our empirical studies, we used an actual academic dataset to validate the efficiency of our approach and recommend an appropriate academic venue. The experimental results highlight the effectiveness of our proposed approach to optimize overall recommendation quality, compared with other baseline approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
With today's rapid growth of large volumes of scholarly data, the development of scientific publication indexing and recommendations is receiving significant interest from researchers who want to benefit from the advancements in data analysis techniques. Figure 1 illustrates the citation network surroundings and the relationships between articles, with each line representing a relationship between two articles and each node representing an article. The increase of publications has encouraged the research industry to move toward smarter environments, and the digital twin concept introduced in [1] is digital replication of a living or non-living physical entity. The aim is to generate a smarter environment for different entities by facilitating the means to monitor, understand and optimize the functions of the entity, and provide continuous feedback to improve quality. One component
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of the digital twin is to arranging a virtual collaboration between researchers in the same field. Hence, this work will form a virtual community that will help young researchers to find suitable venues through similarity learning of an extended nearby citation network [2] .
Both the volume of scientific publications and their corresponding metadata databases, and the recommendation knowledge of academic objects, have grown substantially. Recently, academic recommender systems mainly focus on article, author and venue recommendation [3] . Now, the huge number and availability of venues regarding specific areas in the same disciplines has increased the challenge for younger researchers to reach the right community. Thus, it is increasingly difficult for them to determine the most appropriate target venues for their research publications [4] , and this affects their research efficiency due to the timeconsuming submission creation, out of scope rejections and lack of connections in a new community. The problem of finding the best academic venue for publication is not new. Many methodologies have been applied to create recommendation systems that help younger researchers and authors reach suitable venues [4] - [6] .
In order to achieve the goal of recommending optimal academic venues, this paper has three objectives: 1) identify and build the citation network matrices of an extended nearby citation network; 2) learn and create the similarity matrices between academic objects; and 3) estimate the collaborative confidence score that best represents the anticipation of a potential relationship between venues in the extended network.
To address the first objective, we used the article metadata and the venue information to identify an extended nearby citation network for a given article. An extended nearby citation network includes the citing article, the cited articles and the related articles, as shown in Figure 2 . We then apply the article, author and venue relation information to build the citation network matrices. The relation information is the article-author, article-venue and author-venue associations in the extended network.
To achieve the second objective of learning and creating the similarity matrices between academic objects, we employed the citation network matrices to determine the similarity between article-article, author-author and venuevenue. We propose an algorithm to estimate the similarity score between the academic objects based on the cosine between two academic objects using the information about academic associations in the citation network. We then use the similarity score to build the similarity matrices.
To realize the third objective we used the citation network and object similarity matrices to estimate the collaborative confidence score, considering the given article.
Though certain recommendation and citation analysis parameters have already been incorporated in the academic venue recommendation process of a number of existing works, there is a general lack of formulation on how to employ citation impacts as dimensions in the traditional academic venue recommendation model.
Our research goal is to identify different aspects of a citation network, and select the features that are best suited to choose and deliver different collaboration modules. The focus of the paper is to use similarity relationships to extract and identify user preferences, and employ similarity learning to analyze the data more intensively to determine which to use in the recommendation process to enhance the analysis of the citation network for given article. This will be reflected in the selection quality of publishing venues, to contribute to a more effective and informed scientific community. Academic venue recommender systems are intended to increase user satisfaction, by analyzing the publication content or amount of information available about the citation network. However, user preferences and selections to cite different articles should not minimize the importance of citation impact. For example, user selections depend on various factors, including content similarity, bibliometric impact, author experience and article popularity. This information can increase the quality of the recommendation outcomes, and thereby enhance user experience.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses related work, and Section III describes the proposed recommendation model. We evaluate the recommendation model in section IV with a detailed discussion of the achieved results, and conclude the paper in Section V with identification of current limitations, and suggestions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Analysis of the citation network facilitates the recognition of associations between academic objects in scientific society [7] . Various studies have used different foci on specific citation network levels to recognize relationships among academic objects such as research scope, society experience and institution locations [8] , [9] . Some studies reflect the citation network association characteristics in their analysis, to recognize the scientific society and promote scientific cooperation among researchers.
De Vocht et al. [10] explained the relationship between scientific cooperation and social interaction among authors related to a given conference. They were able to envision author associations and social activities, and formed the network of scientific conferences associations. The growth in author communications on social networks with respect to a particular conference, raises the chance of detecting the academic scientific networks of the conference. However, they had only moderate recall outcomes due to the missing conference information on the targeted social network. Newman [7] , [11] studied social network effects and researcher collaboration networks to determine scientific cooperation among the scientific society. He considered current co-author relationships in his analysis but did not include topical similarities in the citation network. He did, however, find that two researchers were more likely to collaborate if they shared a co-author.
Mu et al. [12] discussed a query-based citation network in order to personalized the outcome. They used the three layers of author, paper and word to analyze relations in the network, and employed a graph-based approach to identify the relations in the network. However, they disclosed reviewed the venue relation among the citation network. VOLUME 7, 2019 Boyack and Klavans [13] discussed the clustering accuracy of the mapping approach in citation network analysis. They applied four typical approaches: co-citation, bibliographic coupling, direct citation and hybrid. The total accuracy was enhanced by the hybrid approach compared to the other individual approaches. They used bibliographic coupling on both references and words, and the efficiency of applying bibliographic features to form a collaboration network increased through the integration of different approaches. Cohen and Ebel [14] examined the collaborator relation in social networks, based on a given set of keywords to recommend cooperation. They also studied various analytical approaches to recommend an author candidate for scientific cooperation. The targeted approaches included co-occurrence of the number of collaborations, textual relevance and global importance. They concluded that the integration of co-occurrence and content-based approaches improves the results of the analysis.
Article submission to a non-relevant publishing venue is one of the major reasons for rejections in the research industry, and a publishing venue recommender system would help users find the appropriate venue for their submission. Yang and Davison [5] proposed a venue recommendation approach based on article writing styles, using both content and stylometric features to determine similarities between articles. However, they did not consider the bibliographic associations between authors and venues at the citation network. Chen et al. [4] proposed an approach centered on a random walk, with a restart to endorsing venues. They calculated the importance score of two nodes in a weighted graph by considering different academic factors based on the co-publishing frequency, author academic level and relation weight. However, they excluded the topical similarity and venue relation of the citation network in their analysis. Yu et al. [15] proposed journal recommendation systems that apply content-based and global relevance approaches. Their system used the term frequency model and term weighting scores to recommend related articles. They neglected the venue impact on different academic objects, however, as well as the relationship related to the given query.
An overall view of the relevant studies in the field of academic venue recommendation and citation analysis indicates that prior studies have typically focused on existing associations between scientific articles. To enhance analysis outcomes, this paper concentrates on learning the similarities of academic objects in an extended nearby citation network for a given query. We propose a recommendation model that measures the confidence score of venues at the extended network, using bibliographic features to propose an appropriate academic venue for article submission. We virtually arranged the venue profiles in a certain neighborhood to help us determine an appropriate venue. We also analyzed article metadata, due to its availability and accessibility in large data repositories, to represent scholarly publications and to reduce the computational overload.
III. DESIGN OF ACADEMIC VENUE RECOMMENDATION MODEL
In this section, we discuss the details of the recommendation model and explain how to build citation network matrices for a given article to determine the similarity between academic objects. We then explain the procedure to find the similarity between academic objects and build the similarity matrices. 
A. OVERVIEW OF THE RECOMMENDATION MODEL
Our proposed model will determine a venue's latent preferred association to articles and authors, by learning from the similarity between academic objects. The model was motivated by researchers' behavior: they typically want to maintain contact with authors they encounter in venues, cite expert authors in a specific research area, look for high-quality and successful academic venues, join conferences that are closely related to their research and cite articles from high-quality venues and publishers. The model is an extension of our previous works [16] , [17] that proposed academic recommendations based on topical, author and venue similarities, and achieved notable recommendation results. Here, we explain how to build a citation network and personalize the recommendation model by finding the latent preferences in a citation network for a given query. We also introduce a common set of symbols: Upper-case bold letters, such as J, represent matrices; while the corresponding lower-case italicized letters, such as a, represent entries in the matrices and capital italic letters, such as A, represent sets of entries. The lower case letter subscripts, for example A y , represents an entry y from the set A. Table 1 summarizes the notations that has been used in the rest of this paper. 
B. BUILDING THE ACADEMIC RECOMMENDATION MODEL
The citation network represents a group of authors, articles, and venues that have relationships with one another. The network relationships including citation, co-citation, and co-authorship and co-publishing information are available. For a set of authors, articles, and venues corresponding to our academic recommendation model, the set of authors H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h |H | }, the set of articles A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a |A| , and a set of venues V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v |V | , the citation network formalized as a tuple G:= (H , A, V , Q) where Q ⊆ H ×A×V a trilateral relationship. Therefore, a citation network can be viewed as a three-dimensional space of authors, articles, and venues; consequently, this three-dimensional space can be projected onto three two-dimensional matrices, as shown in Figure 3 .
We first define the three matrices obtained by aggregating over authors, articles, and venues, as follows:
• Author-Article matrix C = c h,a |H |×|A| , where c h,a represents the academic citation impact of article a that cited articles written by author h.
• Venue-Article matrix P = p v,a |V |×|A| , where p v,a represents the academic citation impact of article a that cited articles published in venue v.
• Author-Venue matrix L = l h,v |H |×|V | , where l h,v represents the academic citation impact of articles that author h have published in venue v.
C. CITATION NETWORK SIMILARITIES
In this paper, we determine two types of similarities in order to calculate the collaborative confidence score. The similarities types are the author-author similarity and article-article similarity. The similarity measure can be computed using different matrices. For instance, to compute the similarities between authors D |H |×|H | , we use two matrices the authorarticle matrix C |H |×|A| and the author-venue matrix L |H |×|V | . As mentioned earlier, If two authors frequently appear together in multiple venues, those authors have greater potential for collaboration based on the closely related semantics [15] . In this case, we could successfully measure the authors' similarities in terms of venues. The authors' similarities in terms of articles will be measured based on the co-occurrence of the event of co-authorship. In this paper, we examine the use of both approaches to determine the similarities.
As mentioned previously, Several similarity measures can be used to determine the similarity of any two vectors [18] . for example, the Euclidean Distance [18] , cosine similarity [18] , [19] , and Pearson Correlation Coefficient [18] , [20] . However, we chose to use the cosine similarity technique due to its high performance, which has been proven in previous studies [18] , [20] . The Cosine Similarity represents the well-known method to compute the similarity between two sets of vectors.
Author-Author Similarity:
To compute the author-author similarity matrix R |H |×|H | , we start by utilizing the author-article matrix C |H |×|A| and the author-venue matrix L |H |×|V | . The idea behind relying on the detection of similar authors who attend the same venues is to use the list of venues attended by given authors to discover other interesting venues attended by similar authors. On the other hand, noticing the authors who are cited the same articles help to discover the degree of interest in cooperation between the authors, which helps to predict the possibility of future cooperation between them. We adopted the cosinebased similarity approach to determine the similarity between the two authors. The cosine-based similarity takes two vectors of shared venues and articles of authors h x , and h y , and computes their similarity according to their angle, as in Equation (1) .
The author-author similarity matrix R |H |×|H | represents the similarity between authors where both rows and columns represent authors. We consider the top k nearest authors for each author in order to lower the computational time. Accordingly, if the corresponding similarity value between a pair of authors x and y is greater than the k highest similarity value, we set r x,y to the similarity value otherwise, we set r x,y value to zero. We use the non-zero entries to build the called the R k matrix that contains the k most similar authors. Figure 4 shows an example of building the similarity matrix R.
1) ARTICLE-ARTICLE SIMILARITY
To compute the article-article similarity matrix G |A|×|A| , we consider the author-article matrix C |H |×|A| and the articlevenue matrix P |A|×|V | . To discover venues that most suitable to publish a given article, we detect the similar cited articles that have been published in the same venues to identify the list of venues that has the most similar article to the given one. Moreover, detecting the similar articles that have been cited by same authors help to forecast the possibility of future cooperation between authors that have a ''common collaborator'' (shared author) [7] , [11] .The cosine-based similarity approach has been selected to determine the similarity between two articles a x , and a y based on the shared venues and authors. The cosine-based computes their similarity according to the angle between two vectors of articles as in Equation (2). Figure 5 shows an example of creating the article-article similarity matrix G. The G |A|×|A| matrix represents the similarity between articles where both rows and columns represent articles. We consider the top k nearest articles for each article to build the G k matrix. Accordingly, if the corresponding similarity value between a pair of authors x and y is greater than the k highest similarity value, we set g x,y to the similarity value otherwise, we set g x,y value to zero. The nonzero entries will be consider to build the matrix that contains the k most similar articles.
2) IDENTIFY LATENT PREFERENCE FOR VENUE
Our proposed Latent Preference Identifier Model (LPIM) aims to reveal the concealed connection between the academic venues. For instance, authors who attended certain venues are more likely to collaborate in the production of joint scientific articles. This possibility increases if there is a common collaborator among them (joint author). In order to identify the hidden preferences for each venue, we analyze the bibliography information associated with the citation network of h, a, v in the dataset. In order to do that, we construct two latent models that represent the hidden preferences of the venues.
We analyze the hidden associations of venues' to identify the venues' latent preferences toward their articles and authors. In order to do that; we use the matrix P and the matrix G to catch the venues' latent preferences concerning articles. We constructed the new venue-article latent preference matrix VA. The matrix represents the product of matrix P and G, as in Equation (3):
where the matrixP represents a normalized form of the matrix P, and the matrix G k denotes the top k nearest articles. We take into consideration the top k nearest neighbors for each article to minimize the computational cost. The normalized venue-article matrixP can be defined asP = P v,a
|V |×|A|
, wherep v,a is obtained as follows:
The multiplication of the v-th row by the a-th column entails to identify the latent preferences of venues v, on articles a with regard to the articles k nearest neighbor. The details of the construction of the new matrix VA indicated by Figure 6 .
To illustrate a simple example of building the latent preference model for a venue, we consider six venues cited by seven articles. We utilize this article A 1 as reference examples throughout this section. When we aggregate the venue's association over the article, we can obtain the venue-article matrix shown in Table 2 . To calculate V 1 latent preference for the article A 2 , when we determine the article-article similarity between the article A 2 and every other article and we consider the five most similar articles, we determine the articles and similarities shown in Table 3 . From the normalized and similarity values, V 1 latent preference value for the article A 2 , VA V 1 ,A 2 , is calculated as follows: VA V 1 ,A 2 = (0 * 1) + (0.07 * 0.88) + (0.15 * 0.67)+(0.08 * 0.65)+(0.12 * 0.45) = 0.27. According V 1 cited by articles similar to article A 2 , the latent value for the article A 2 can be expected as 0.27 even though V 1 has not previously cited by this article.
We use the matrix L and the matrix R to catch the venues' latent preferences concerning authors. We constructed the new venue-author latent preference matrix VH. The matrix represents the product of matrix L and R, as in Equation (5). Where the matrixL represents a normalized form of the matrix L, and the matrix R k represents the top k nearest authors as clarified formerly. To reduce the computing cost, we consider the top k nearest neighbors for each author. The multiplication of the v-th row by the h-th column entails to identify the latent preferences of venues v, on authors h with regard to the authors k nearest neighbor. Figure 7 shows the 
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In order to facilitate the process of recommending an academic venue, we recognize the articles' latent preferences toward their selection of authors and vice versa. We analyze the hidden preferences of on the articles' choice toward authors and authors' toward articles. We utilize the matrix C and the matrix R to capture the articles latent preferences toward authors. We constructed the new author-article latent preference matrix AH. The matrix represents the product of matrix C and R, as in Equation (6) . Where the matrixC represents a normalized version of the matrix C, and the matrix R k denotes the top k nearest authors as explained formerly. The multiplication of the a-th row by the h-th column entails to identify the latent preferences of articles a, on authors h with regard to the authors k nearest neighbor. We utilize the matrix C and the matrix G to capture the authors' latent preferences toward articles. We constructed the new author-article latent preference matrix HA. The matrix represents the product of matrix C and G, as in Equation (7):
where the matrixC represents a normalized form of the matrixC, and the matrix G k denotes the top k nearest articles.
3) VENUE COLLABORATIVE CONFIDENCE
We use the VH, HA, VA and AH latent models to build a tailored recommendation model for rating venues according to a given query. The Collaborative Confidence Score (CCS) for each venue will be calculated to propose venues candidate list. The model will compute the CCS each venues based on its relation to the authors and venues using Equation (8) .
where VH v,h denotes the latent preferences value of venue v toward a specific author h in the matrix VH and va v,a denotes the latent preferences value of venue v toward a specific article a in the matrix VA, µ h denotes the mean of latent preferences value of a specific author h toward the articles in the citation network where µ h = |A| a=1 ha a |A|
.µ a denotes the mean of latent preferences value of a specific article a toward the authors in the citation network where µ a = |H | h=1 AH h |H | . The main idea here is to consider the value of the other dimension in the citation network and its effect to close the relation loop. |V | represents the total number of venues. |A| represents the total number of articles. |H | represents the total number of authors. A latent preference value reflects the venues' effects toward authors and articles. Thus, it can increased the potential expansion of possibilities according VOLUME 7, 2019 to the venue's research scope. By utilizing latent models VH, HA, VA and AH, venues that are suitable according to the user queries are ranked higher in the potential search list. We consider the other dimension impact to close the academic trinity that reflects the relation among the citation network of the given query upon user request.
We have presented an academic venue recommendation model in an extended nearby citation network that aims to search and rank academic venues relevant to users' inquiry to build an effective scientific community. The recommendation model computes the cosine similarity between the authors, and articles using the collaborative filtering approach to estimate the connection between the objects. After that, we build the latent preferences models for an academic venue to be used in the computation of the ranking score. The ranking model uses the latent preferences models to estimate the collaborative confidence score for each venue, depending on a user's query, to determine the most suitable venues that are personalized to the user's requests. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND RESULTS
To evaluate the proposed system aiming article recommendation, we followed the evaluation procedure described in [4] . We used previously mentioned two sub-datasets of the IEEE digital library [21] for our experiments that defined in Table 4 . Each dataset has been detached into two groups: 20% of the dataset randomly restrained as the test set and the rest of 80% used as the training set; then we performed five runs using various training-test partition datasets to avoid the possibility that the test set was biased.
Three types of evaluation metrics were adopted: precision at top-k using Equation (9) , recall at top-k using Equation (10) and F1 measure using Equation (11) to assess the accuracy of the proposed system.
A. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS
1) COMPUTING SIMILARITY
We analyze the computational complexity of the objects similarity matrices according to the number of articles |A|, the number of authors |H |, and the number of venues |V |. In order to decrease the time and cost of computing the offline similarities, we only consider the most similar neighbors for each similarity computation. Accordingly, we exclude the computed similarities of the academic objects that share few connections with others, and assign a zero similarity value if the similar objects is not among the top k nearest neighbors.
In addition, we ignore computing the similarities of the same vector entries, For instance, we employ the matrix G, where G = G k to form the article-article similarity matrix. For any two column vectors sim(g x , g y ) = 1, if x = y. Therefore, the outcome similarity matrix will be represented as a diagonal similarity matrix. Then, only the non-zero entries are used in the process of building the recommendation model. The worst-case computational cost of building the similarity matrices (R |H |×|H | , and
|A| |V |), and O(|A| 2 |H | |V |) respectively.
2) IDENTIFYING THE LATENT PREFERENCES
We analyze the computational complexity of our LPIM model algorithm according to |A| , |H | , |V |, the number of similar articles k a , and the number of similar authors k h , and the number of similar venues k v . Identifying the hidden preferences is completed offline in the recommender system. In the worst-case scenario, computing the six hidden preferences models HA |H |×|A| , AH |A|×|H | , VH |V |×|H | and
and O(k a |V ||A|) respectively. However, this step depends on the creating the similarity matrix. Thus, the total cost of building each model contains the cost creating the similarity matrix in section A-1 and the cost of this step. Thus, we have considered the worst-case scenario for calculating the computational cost. Therefore, calculating each model costs
and O(|V | 2 |A| |H | + k a |V ||A|) for models HA, AH, VH and VA respectively.
3) COMPUTING THE ACADEMIC COLLABORATIVE RANKING
All the previous steps to build the citation network and find the latent preferences using the similarity matrices computation can be done offline whenever new information available. When building the latent model, objects scores for a given user query will calculated based on the extended nearby citation network. To find the authors, articles and venues candidate list for a given query, the required computational cost are O |h| 2 |a| |v| , and O |a| 2 |h| |v| , respectively, where |h| , |a| and |v| represent a collection of authors, articles and venues in the extended nearby citation network for given article. 
B. RETRIEVAL ACCURACY AND COMPARISON
We compared our proposed approach with four recommendation models: Academic Venue Recommendation model (denoted AVER), Random Walks with Restarts model (RWR), topic-based model, and co-occurrence model all described in [4] . AVER is an extended version of random walks with restarts model where the edge's weight between two nodes based on co-publication frequency and researcher academic level. RWR method is a renowned method in the graph-based approach, has been widely used to determine the most related object based on the importance weight. It uses a weighted graph between nodes to endorse the candidate objects. It estimates the edge's weight between the nodes based on different academic features. we use the co-publishing enumeration to estimate the edge's weight between the nodes in this operation. In this implementation, we use the topic-based model to denote content-based approach. The cosine similarity has been used to compute the similarity between the venues. We calculate the similarity using the topic of the articles as a feature and we treated it as vectors. The co-occurrence model represents the collaborative filtering approach. This depends on a frequent occurrence of two items together. For instance, if author S and author F are attending the same venue X , and author S attended venue Y . Thus, venue Y can be recommended to author F to attend. By conducting this experiment, we aim to verify the accuracy of the proposed methodology and compare it with the different approaches to predict the most related venue where the article can be submitted.
We used the reference list for each article in the experimental dataset to obtain the bibliographic information about the authors and venues. We employed the place names for each tested article as the basis for assessing the quality of the recommendation. The goal was to compare the system recommendations to the actual user selections. With regard to the venue selections, the venue names from different articles were combined in a testing pool, and we then examined the relation between the venues in the testing pool and the given article. The system can then recognize the candidate list of venues that will be compared with the actual selection. For each given article we determined the extent to which the approach will predict the venues the article was published in, based on the given query. Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate our experimental results compared to the other four approaches based on venue recommendation. We retrieve the top k venues ranked that should be recommended to the user. Our proposed approach outperformed the other approaches as shown in precision and recall curves. The precision and recall values of a specific top k retrieved venues are shown as data points of the graph curves, with the left points on the curves denoting top k = 3, and the points on the right denoting the top k = 42. Our approach showed 19.9%, 39.7%, 37.3%, and 28.5% precision improvement and 20.0%, 39.9%, 36.7%, and 29.1% recall improvement on the dataset average compared to topicbased, co-occurrence, RWR, and AVER models respectively. We continue to examine the F-measures of each approach, as shown in Figure 10 , the proposed system obtained approximately 20.0%, 39.9%, 37.1%, and 28.7% improvement on the F-measures.
We found the accuracy of our approach had higher average accuracy and retrieval values than other methods when retrieving a different number of venues. When we compared the reported results over the long term we found that the topicbased model achieved better results than the AVER, RWR, and co-occurrence models. In addition, using an LPIM model based on multiple dimensions revealed more relevant venues than other filtering approaches, which indicates that it had positive impact on recommending more efficient candidate lists.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The focus of this paper is venue recommendation for researchers, based on similarity learning of extended nearby citation networks of a given article. We combined the citation network matrices that represent the relation between academic objects and the similarity matrices, to identify the latent preference in the extended network. We explain how we built and utilized the citation and similarity matrices to find the latent preference in the extended network. We conducted extensive experiments on an actual academic dataset to examine the accuracy of the proposed approach compared to other baseline approaches. The experiment results verify that our approach outperforms other baseline systems in terms of precision and recall. In addition, our method to identify latent preferences can enhance recommendation capabilities and retrieve more relevant venues, considering the similarity learning of the extended nearby citation network.
Potential improvements will be addressed in upgrades, including the influence of object impact index on a particular research scope or institution. We also intend to enrich the analysis by tuning the recommender system so it is capable of simultaneously suggesting different types of collaboration in the scientific community, including current and former affiliation information for authors. In addition, we aim to develop the analysis further by considering different factors affecting the venue impact, including the journal editorial board, the conference committee and publisher reputation.
